
This story starts out with a pan of Nigel’s (aka Flex Man) den so the audience will

get a view of his old superhero poster, awards and the key to the city that will be

displayed on the wall showing Nigel’s accomplishments. Finally the camera lands on

Nigel and Fang sitting by the table in the den playing checkers. As the camera dollies in

to a closer shot of the two we will see Fang a humanized dog sitting in a large puffy chair

and on the other side of the table is Nigel the old man in a superhero costume playing

checkers by the sunlight of the window.  Each checker move they make shows Fang ‘s

speed and impatience’s while Nigel is slow and debates on his every moves. There will

be an old “Red” phone located not too far behind them covered in cobwebs.  All of a

sudden the phone rings. Nigel is oblivious to it since it hasn’t rung in so long. Fang right

away gets up, and goes to get the phone while simultaneously Nigel stretches his arm out

to get the phone from Fang. Fang hands the phone off to Nigel. At first Nigel’s arm

doesn’t spring back into shape, so Fang grabs his hand and drags it back to Nigel. Nigel

goes to answer the phone upside down since that’s the way Fang is holding it. Then we

hear him says: Speak up boy, I can’t hear you. Fang flip the Phone”. Finally Fang turns

the phone the right way. We hear the voice on the other end say, “Nigel, we really need

you, the dam has broken just outside of town. Hurry up.” As they are getting ready, we

can see the water rising outside the window behind them.  Nigel slowly gets up out of the

chair and goes to get into his wheelchair. Fang being in a rush hurries over to Nigel and

practically starts to push the chair before Nigel is even fully sitting down. The only

problem is he forgot to check the brake. As Nigel says “ Slow down boy I’m not a young

kid anymore. We haven’t done this in years.” he releases the brake and Fang goes flying

onto his face while Nigel gets pushed into the open closet.  He shakes the closet and a

bowling ball whacks him in the head, and then bounces on to Fang’s foot. By the time

Fang reaches Nigel; the water is coming into the house. Fang grabs two tubes out of the

closet. We cut to Fang and Nigel floating in their den. Fang begins to roll his eyes and

Nigel Says: This is another fine mess you’ve gotten us into”.


